Tohomestuck dialogue stuff

Example of Touhou dialogue:
http://en.touhouwiki.net/wiki/Ten_Desires/Story/Marisa%27s_Scenario
Use this mostly as an example of pre-battle banter and dialogue length. The character personalities and style of speech should remain the same as always.
Notes:
-Most of the dialogue will be in the intermissions for the early stages, but the later stages will also have dialogue before fighting the midboss, and before/after fighting the stage boss.
-Intermission dialogue can be a little longer because it is skippable. Still, at most it should be the length of an average pesterlog.
-Midboss dialogue automatically progresses at a fixed speed in order to stay synched to the stage. As such, it should be short (5 lines at most), and the same number of lines for all four stories.
-The intermissions feature dialogue portraits, Alterniabound style. The main game will use Touhou style portraits (I don't have art for these yet, so don't worry about expressions for the stage dialogue).
Intermission portraits available:
John: Idle, chatting, grinning, stern, contemplative, chuckling
Dave: Idle, chatting, contemplative, angry (he doesn't emote a lot!)
Rose: Idle, chatting, smiling, stern, angry, DEATHGLARE
Jade: Idle, chatting, giggling, stern, angry


Intro (Intermission 0?)
This will be shown before the first stage starts. The player character is at their computer, chatting with their server player, getting ready to enter the medium. Should probably stay vague about the actual process of creating the cruxite artifact, because that is being implemented in a non-canon way (the cruxite artifact is created at the end of the stage and fought as a boss).

John's story:

Rose's story:

Dave's story:

Jade's story:


Intermission 1
After entry, but before climbing to the next gate. A good idea would be to have the player chatting with another of the kids before getting interrupted by a troll. Preferably Karkat/Vriska for John, Terezi for Dave, Kanaya for Rose, and whoever you like for Jade. Hint at the inevitable failure of the kid's session near the end.

John's story:

Rose's story:

Dave's story:

Jade's story:


Intermission 2
The player has finally reached the surface of their planet, after beating CD? and reaching the next gate. Dialogue can be between the player and any of the other kids/trolls. Maybe cryptic hints about fulfilling their SBURB roles? At the end of the stage, the kids are tested by their guardians in a boss battle. Whether the player was aware of their presence and actively seeking them out is up to you, and can even depend on the chosen player.

John's story:

Rose's story:

Dave's story:

Jade's story:


Intermission 3
After the player's guardian mysteriously disappears, they are contacted (Rose, Aradia, Feferi?) and told that the someone has a plan to get the kids out of their doomed session and dream bubbles have been set up for the meeting. For the sake of plot simplicity, let's just say that the dreamselves are still asleep, therefore they dream in the Furthest Ring.

John's story:

Rose's story:

Dave's story:

Jade's story:


Stage 4
Player starts off in the dark void of the Furthest Ring, soon entering a dream bubble showing the violent destruction of Derse by Bec Noir. Things quiet down briefly as god tier Aradia flies in and tells the player to follow her. The player and Aradia spar briefly as they fly into the center of Derse, where the scenery changes to a memory of the ectobiology lab. The player meets Vriska or Terezi. After another battle, the troll starts to tell the player what they need to do. (John and Rose need to retrieve the tumor, Dave and Jade need to create the genesis frog).

John's story:

*Aradia flies in*

*Aradia defeated*


*Vriska flies in*

*Vriska defeated*


Rose's story:

*Aradia flies in*

*Aradia defeated*


*Terezi flies in*

*Terezi defeated*


Dave's story:

*Aradia flies in*

*Aradia defeated*


*Terezi flies in*

*Terezi defeated*


Jade's story:

*Aradia flies in*

*Aradia defeated*


*Vriska flies in*

*Vriska defeated*



Intermission 4
The player wakes up, and heads out to meet another player in order to complete the task assigned by Vriska/Terezi. (John and Rose head out to meet each other on the battlefield, Dave and Jade head out to meet each other on LoFaF). Filler dialogue if you wish.

John's story:

Rose's story:

Dave's story:

Jade's story:


Stage 5
This stage has no midboss. The player meets another kid face-to-face for the first time, and you guessed it (they battle). It should be mentioned that the other two kids are working on their half of the plan simultaneously.

John's story:

Rose's story:

Dave's story:

Jade's story:


Intermission 5
The player is suddenly confronted and immediately teleport-stabbed by Bec Noir. The remaining kid, in desperation, takes them to their quest bed (unseen because lolplotholes). A short "[S] Rise Up" style cinematic plays, and the player reaches god tier. Assured by the other kids that the plan is still being set into motion, the player sets off to buy time by distracting Bec Noir.

John's story:

Rose's story:

Dave's story:

Jade's story:


Stage 6
This takes place in the space between the planets of the medium, Skaia and Prospit are visible. The midboss is the god tier ectosibling of the player (god tier Jade when playing as John, etc), cheering them on beforing giving them a final test. Bec Noir is fought high above Skaia as the reckoning nears completion. He should have dialogue, presumably a spoken version of the narration that accompanied Jack/SS's pages. Mostly though, it should be a heroic final battle speech by the player. The two teleports to various scenes throughout the battle, eventually ending on the platform with the destroyed door to the kid's session. After Bec Noir is defeated (stunned, not killed), the player flies off to the Green Sun, presumably to meet up with the other kids and trolls who are preparing to enter the new session. As the screen fades out, PM appearifies on the platform. (No dialogue after the final battle)

John's story:

*Jade flies in*

*Jade defeated*


*Arrives in front of Jack*


Rose's story:

*Dave flies in*

*Dave defeated*


*Arrives in front of Jack*


Dave's story:

*Rose flies in*

*Rose defeated*


*Arrives in front of Jack*


Jade's story:

*John flies in*

*John defeated*


*Arrives in front of Jack*




